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About This Game

Game genre: Indie-horror

Actions take place in the distant year of 2072. Future technologies let rich people forget about gaming consoles,
which allows to fully integrate a human, both physically and mentally* into the virtual world!

The game has 5 main characters that participate in a deadly show called "The Other Side of the Screen".
Each player has to find a way out of his location. The levels and their difficulty are completely different.

You are given an opportunity to play for any of the mentioned characters.
If you want to open a secret ending, you will have to complete the game with each and every one of them!

One player gets only one life. There are no "save" buttons in the game, so you'll have to be very cautious and attentive to
survive.

Game features:

Choice of characters

A wide variety of level themes for every taste

High-quality soundtrack
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Professional voiceovers
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Title: The Other Side Of The Screen
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
VaNyuHa
Publisher:
VaNyuHa
Release Date: 28 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, windows 2000, Partial Compatibility with Windows 10,8,7

Processor: Dual core 2 GHz or similar

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0 c compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2000 MB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX

English,Russian
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This is a great tower defense game. It has a good depth to it, and the towers have extensive upgrades and choices. The xmaps are
well thought out and provide enough depth and versatility to keep the game interesting.

As to the technical side: game plays really well and not taxing on the system. I have run into any bugs or issues playing it on a
Dell PC. The game can be played in full screen or windowed and it has a variety of resolution options, including 1920x1080.
The characters animate well and the game is detailed and colorful.

If you're a fan of tower defense games, you'll really enjoy this one. If you haven't played the genre before, you can go wrong by
starting with this game.. One nice casual indie puzzle game with relaxing visuals and music that you can actually play for a while
and won't get you bored.. FYI if you are reading this, this DLC is NOT like Baba Yaga and is NOT integrated into the main
campaign world. I figured that out after beating the game. It is an expedition mode item meant to be played seperately from the
main game.

My opinion on the DLC is that it's okay.

At first I thought wow this is sort of neat. Sneaking around on a map and killing zombies. I figured it would be a chance to be
truly stealthy around an AI who was 'blind' and that I would avoid most fights or at least be tactical about it.

Well these 'zombies' have random 'swarms' where they all suddenly know where you are. You cannot hide from them as they
toss grenades at you (grenades really?). If you are up in a tree the grenades fall back down and the swarm then kills itself.

There's three puzzles which are really simple but explained in a really confusing manner. They consist mainly of 'Look for three
red lights in the room, if there are less than three red lights pull blue lever, if more than three lights pull green lever." No I'm not
kidding.

And the end of course there is a never ending spawning amount of zombies that run twoards you as you just hold the sprint
button down and shoot red pipes as you pass under them. I completed this DLC in about 40 minutes.

In my opinion it is a missed oppurtunity. Overall it will make for a good couple runs with cards but I would get it on sale.. Hey
there, I startet playing The Piano today and really like the setting and the atmosphere.
Its not an everyday mindless action game and you really get soaked into the atmo. Really like that.

The camera speed needs a little tuning but other then that i couldnt find any bugs.
Maybe I got a version where some of them are already fixed.

Absolutely a recommendation!. Short:
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Unplayable game.
Great concept.
Runs once, then the next time you go into the game you're stuck in the cage you were last starting in. At only Level 4:

300FPS - Claims - yet my ape in the cage won't move at all.

Asking for a refund.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVa4D807XhY
Long:"
WARNING: D
Game is broken. I load into level 4 false alarm, my ape doesn't move. claims to be 300fps;
It's crashed,but still playing sounds. Feet on the floor.
Restarting level doesn't help
Menu is fully interfaceable.

WARNING:
It's such a good game, but refused to work on Windows 10 - GTX1070 16GB RAM _ Worked once. Played 20 minutes. Then it
loaded into the game. Not a continue option. Just play: and the Ape in the cage does his first Frames - and then , it no longer
runs

DEFINITELY:"Looked for fixes.
Looked in the install directory for VCREDIST, etc. in case i was missing something.

I had to refund. It was sad at the same time because it was epic.
Tried restarting. Tried closing steam,
 force closing game,
 closing normally.
Menu still worked.

 But Ape in the cage would not move at all.

Searched Community forum for the fix on this issue,. and none. But other people are having the same issue on windows 10

WIndows 10- legitimate- Up to date to the max. ->
 Avoid this.
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Great game ruined by it's company.. I feel sorry for saying that, but this is not $15 or even $10 dollar game. Otherwise it is
interesting for couple hours, then becomes all the same. May be it is just me, but I like puzzle games without time limit as well..
This game is like a lighter version of 'Legend of Grimrock', if you are interested in this game and have not played LoG yet, I
recommend to play that first.
If you just want more like LoG, then this is for you.
The game is fine actually, the artwork is good, the music nice, the combat and story...eeeh, could be a whole lot worse.. Click
click click. You'll wonder why you keep playing while you keep playing.. 10\/10 Most responsive and easy to use horns.. It is the
undoubtedly best Chinese RPG game to date and I have to admit compared to this game other Chinese RPGs including The
Legend of Sword and Fairy are♥♥♥♥♥♥ Although it still has a long way to catch up with 3A games on the international stage
but this is great starting point. I genuinely wish this company can move forward and bring an amazing games with Chinese RPG
elements to overseas gamers in near future.. Overall the game is fun to play for a few hours until the lack of map zoom and
some of the irritating bugs collide together to create this very hectic and fast paced game that you end up screaming at the
screen in frustration. All of the random callouts happening at once along with units having to be told to continue on thier patorl
after they are done with a crime becomes more bothersome than fun. If you do enjoy this gerne of game I do recommend this
title although I would wait for a Steam sale or heading over to greenmangaming and getting 25% off.

The title has everything you want in a police focused rts game, and with the implementation of some future patches to fix the
issues I've mentioned, the game can be great fun for few hours of play. If a sandbox mode is added to the title, you would have
countless hours of gameplay. For now we will see what the Developers add or fix to improve this already enjoyable game.

https://youtu.be/UV7L_lZgsS4. I'm giving this game a thumbs up but also understand that many people might give this game a
thumbs down and feel it is a waste of time and money.

For that reason, please watch my video of the gameplay here (or other such youtube videos) before making the purchase!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zYbtPKTheKU

The biggest knock on this game in my opinion is that the combat feels way too slow and that makes the game feel sluggish and
unexciting. Your character looks like crap when he runs (like he has a corncob in his butt). Other smaller knocks would be the
inability to smash wooden crates and barrels in the dungeons, no inventory, no gold to acquire, and no skills that you can level up
or adjust to your liking. All of these would go a long ways to improving the gameplay experience, but to be fair these are also
things that would likely increase the price.

The game is not horrible, but not much above average.. I would recommend waiting for a nice sale price for most people. About
2.5 to 3 hours of gameplay is probably the time needed to defeat the game, and worse yet.. the game is not going to have any
replayability at all as it would be exactly the same every time.

My 'very lenient' score is a 6.5 out of 10 but my recommendation is waiting for a sale on this, even for RPG fans like myself.
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